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work that you are carrying out
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world
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and effort, getting
better and better !!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Excellent speakers and good
communicators.

Professionalism in all areas

Very interesting,
varied and well

organized, as always 
 

Thank you for giving visibility
to the great work that is being
done in the sector to improve

day by day
I find these Forums great,
I always learn something

new in them
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It is very important for those of us who organize
the Ethical Trade Forums, to know your opinion.
The true value of the Forums meetings is the
ability to discuss topics that really interest you and
share the experiences of good practices that can
inspire others  to improve.
We thank all contributors for your sincerity and
words of congratulations that encourage us to
continue working to offer you an interesting and
varied program of activities that will capture your
attention.
 Thank you all very much for your collaboration,
work and support.

A collaborative initiative where the agri-food industry in Spain works
together to improve workers' and their families' lives.

2021 has been a tough year for the agri-food sector...
... Personally, for each and every one of the people who work in our sector, and also professionally, for the companies
and  organisations in facing  uncertainty cost increases, environmental and social challenges, which have  increased in
size and difficulty as the pandemic has progressed.

In this Newsletter you can find full details
of the last meeting held in November, and
our proposal of activities for 2022.  After
this challenging year, we also want to send
our thanks to all of you who participate in
different ways so that the Forums each
year. All your contributions enable us to 
 further develop our mission of promoting
the improvement of working conditions,  
 sustainability and good labor practices in
our sector.

Your continued collaboration makes all of
this possible, because the good practices, 
 tools and resources that the working
groups develop are all.

Sergio Barberá
Ethical Trade Forums Director

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/


The Ethical Trade Forums are a collaborative initiative that
seeks to promote better working conditions in the Spanish agri-
food sector. We work to improve the well-being of workers and
their families, through increased professionalism and sustainable
good practices

We carry out surveys on a regular basis to establish which topics
to focus on and offer members advice and training in the face of
the most urgent labor challenges. These surveys enable agri-food
companies to indicate what challenges they are facing and
identify the main issues on which they require further support
from the Forums. Through dialogue and close collaboration, we
design an  annual program of activities, training courses and
seminars to support  the topics of  interest to the most members
and offer participants the tools they need to implement positive
change.

Today, Human Resources departments work to offer a value
proposition to employees, which encompasses talent
management, active participation in professional development
and coherence between a company’s words and actions.
Employees expect a string commitment and  adherence to a
system of ethical and cultural values   with a clear focus on long
term sustainability.

The survey has shown that  it is more important than ever to
focus on sustainability, not only as an issue that impacts CSR or
technical areas, but also others such as Human Resources.

Analysis of the results of the sectorial survey

The lack of manpower and the management of working
hours appear to be the main labor challenges that agri-food
companies are currently facing. This is followed by others issues
such as health and safety systems, management control of
social aspects and respect for multicultural workforces.

However, the 2021 Ethical Trade Forums Sector Survey, has also
revealed other interesting results. We are seeeing the
emergence of new areas of interest with an increasing focus on   
environemental sustainability and topics such as waste
management, recycling, water and soil management  and the
circular economy.

The emergence of these new issues could be linked to a greater
diversity in the professional profiles of those attending the
Forums, which allows us to observe and understand these issues
from different points of view. But it is also clear that
sustainability is an extremely important issue in our society and
one that  concerns us all, regarless of our industry.
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Initially the Forums members and contributors have been
primarily professionals linked to the Human Resources
area. This is generally still the case, but the concerns and
projects that a person working in this area must take care
of has expanded significantly. It is no longer  enough to just
hire workers and train them, today it is necessary to attract
them, captivate them and build strong links with the
organization. It is becoming clear that, especially for the
new generation of workers, the payment of a salary is no
longer enough to satisfy their expectations.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/


This is the main idea that emerged from the presentation "Working conditions and technology" presented by Iván
Lütolf, president and founder of Agrotech Spain, at the  Ethical Trade Forums meeting in November. The digitization
of the produce sector was shown as an urgent need that leads directly to greater sustainability. 

More than a hundred participants attended the session, where Iván presented a vision of how digitization and
technology could play a fundamental role in increasing profitability, efficiency and sustainability.From the data
collection of  terrain conditions to the identification of  factors that can impact commercialization, digitalization and 
 analysis can lead to better decision-making. 

Faced with the challenge of sustainable production and meeting the demand of a constantly growing population,
technology is increasingly seen as the only way to achieve these goals. This is demonstrated by the fact that there are  
more than 750 Agrotechcompanies already working in Spain, which currently places us in third place in global
leadership of this agenda.

Sensorisation, the use of big data, agro-robots, drones, satellites and apps applied to the production processes, are
part of over40 cutting-edge technological solutions rolled out  by the Agrotech associated companies. These are
already been used by Spanish companies for the digitization of agriculture, agri-food, livestock, fishing and rural
practices that Iván shared with all those attending the Forum, as an example of the continuous evolution taking place
in the sector.

Full presentation can be accessed by the Forum members HERE

 
AgroDigitalization is not the future, it is the present!

   PRESENTATIONS BY EXPERTS
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IvanLütolf, president  of Agrotech Spain

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-X7twJvq8w
https://foroscomercioetico.com/


 

The third presentation gave us the opportunity to learn about
resources that help companies achieve and be recognized for
responsible contracting. J.Muñoz, representing Stronger
Together and the Responsible Recruitment Toolkit, highlighted
their Online Tool, which facilitates access to international
ethical standards guides, self-assessment processes andata
analysis to establish priorities, comparative tables, progress,
specialized guidance and real-time reports. All this is framed in
a program that seeks to involve suppliers and ensure that
companies in the sector can improve their recruitment
policies.
The tool includes specialised guidance for specific countries
and sectors in which it will be applied, without losing sight of
global ethical labor standards and focuses on tackling labor
exploitation as the main objective

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technological Solutions
A session on using technological solutions to improve the work environment was presented by a group of
international experts to share new and practical digital tools that could affect our sector. During the session titled 
 "Technology applied to the management of people and workplaces", heads of three international companies shared
their innovative responses to the challenge of helping workers, and spokeabout the benefits that the adoption of
these tools can bring to companies in the agri-food sector

 

We also heard from Fifyt Eight, who have developed the
Just Good Work platform in order to address the
challenges of modern slavery and improve working
conditions in global supply chains.This is a free mobile
application, accessible in 23 languages   and easy to use,
designed to help alleviate the vulnerability of migrant
workers. The application offers up-to- date information
and practical data that includes advice on the culture,
working conditions, job training or the legal requirements
necessary to settle in new countries.

Aimed at engaging, training and educating workers, the
company Labor Solutions offers tools to improve grievance
mechanisms, as well as facilitating a climate of trust in which
risks are clearly identified and problems are addressed
quickly and effectively.They develop their services using an
inclusive and user-centered design, managing technology and
data to improve the lives of workers. 
Cecilia Menicucci presented two different methods of
delivering this service. Firstly they offer the Labor Claims Line,
which is based on the development of a web form and the
generation of a QR code to offer workers a fast and reliable
communication channel that facilitates dialogue between
workers and the company. Secondly the WOVO Control and
Application Panel, which designed so that the management
team and the rest of the workers can connect immediately,
bidirectionally and anonymously.

 

Quintin Lake- Fifty Eight 
Just Good Work

Jhon Muñoz – Stronger together
Responsible Recruitment Toolkit

Cecilia Menicucci - Labor Solutions APP 
Labor Claims Line /// WOVO 
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The case of Mar Menor
 
The Ethical Trade Forums brought together a team of leading experts to debate one of the hottest topics in Spain right
now – the contuing decline of the Mar Menor. We facilittated an open and frank discussion to shed light on the problems
of water use, biodiversity and the impact that agricultural practices produce on the fragile environmental balance of
natural spaces. Four different perspectives were presented, aimed at providing solutions and highlighting the essential
measures required to successfully implement solutions to this issue.

The group was also conscious not to overlook the main challenge that global society must face: the uncertainty linked to
climate change and the need to adopt production models that help mitigating the pressure on nature while
responding  to a growing consumer demand.

After a detailed and scientific explanation of how the Mar Menor has reached the point where it is today, the main causes
that have led to this situation were listed. Without shirking responsibility, it seems unfair to put all the blame on farming
and livestock. This is recognised by the latest Report, from the European Commission, which indicates high levels of
phosphorus in the waters, which is not generated by agriculture. This also seems to be recognized by the Recovery Plan
drawn up by the Spanish Ministry of Ecological Transition, which dedicates significant funds to correcting sanitation
networks, mitigating damage derived from mining runoff, reducing the impact of floods and optimizing treatment plants.
This will guarantee the complete elimination of nutrients and phosphorus derived from wastewater that continues to feed
the imbalance of the lagoon. The impact of human activity should therefore not just be reduced to agricultural production.

All the experts pointed out the multitude of factors that have contributed and the need to continue working from a global
perspective in the adoption of measures to reduce environmental damage

There is no doubt about the high level of technification in many agricultural operations that surround the Mar Menor.
The widespread use of fertigation, crop monitoring, biotechnology, organic production methods and the adoption of the
advanced technological solutions have placed the Region among the top tiers of global agrotechnological development
and innovation. Without denying that there are still violations of the law that harm the entire sector, the environmental
commitment of the vast majority of farmers in the area is firm and good practices are widespread. Farmers have
pioneered work in this area and are also the main stakeholders in finding the solution. From today to tomorrow. From
here to the global future.

Full presentation can be accessed by the Forum members HERE https://youtu.be/_AdiTmnFY60

Expert Debate
Water: Environmental challenge and possible technological solutions
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Beatriz Molina, director of R + D + i of La Caña
Group, shared the experience "Digital transformation in
the agri-food industry". She described the Meditomato
project, that is developing software to calculate brix
degrees, acidity, firmness and color of tomatoes using
infrared lens that avoid the destruction of fruits.
She also highlighted some additional projects on pest
detection and fertigation efficiency that they are already
working on.

Jesús Arasti, Camposol Industrial and Agricultural
Services Manager and Yolanda Fuster, Director of 
 Ingenieros de Calidad y Producción (IPYC), shared
 good practice on "Improving the work environment
through productivity monitoring (industry 4.0)". In this, 
 they explained the importance of having a good work
environment in the company, emphasising that it is
essential for workers to feel a Principle of Coherence
between what is actually done and companies objectives.
Using the Doeet System, they have reduced the
administrative burden.

 Ana Hernández Buendía, RD&I  Director of the Paloma
Hortofrutícola Group, presented "Harvest prediction and
capacity of plantations in fruit trees and table grapes", an
innovative project carried out together with Agerpix. This
enables them to understand all the crops’ parameters
accurately so that they can calculate the production in kg,
number of clusters per vine in table grapes, and the
number of fruits per tree in nectarine.

This data analysis allows planning of the different cultural
tasks and the necessary labor, which has a positive an
impact on costs and the workers’ labor conditions.

Good Practices
Four Spanish companies share their innovative talent

c

Marisa Ruíz, Head of the Department of Quality and
Environment of Grupo El Ciruelo, together with David
Miralpeix, CEO of AHORA&FlexyQ Product Owner, presented a
session called "Digitization for a more sustainable and
intelligent production". In this  they detailed the characteristics
of El Ciruelo Quality, a technological solution that combines
applications (apps) for mobile devices, an Information
Management tool (Backoffice) and a Business Intelligence (BI)
System, which allow the complete digitization of Quality Control
and Food Safety processes. 
It is an intuitive system that optimizes and facilitates field / plant
work and helps quality management personnel to proactively
manage information, whilst also updating customer
specifications in real time.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/


Marta García, from Keelings Retail, and Mª Ángeles Cascales, from Investigación y
Tecnología de Uva de Mesa, SL, who are both coordinators of the Working Group
Grievance Management Mechanisms, presented the “Guide to strategy and
implementation of grievance management mechanisms for workers ”.

In the Guide you can find valuable information about what a complaints channel is,
what type of mechanisms can be activated and what  infrastructure is necessary for
them to be effective, taking into account the size of the company and the convenience
(or not) of outsourcing.. In addition, it allows access to the applicable legislation and
includes annexes with useful support templates.
The implementation of complaint channels allows companies to give a voice to
workers, preventing any abuse within the work environment. These channels increase
trust in the company, guarantee a better working environment and, thanks to
anonymity and confidentiality, make it possible for workers to feel that they can rely on
them for effective resolution.
All this is framed within the European Directive 2019/1937, which currently applies to 
 companies with more than 250 workers, and will eventually affect companies with
between 50-249 workers in the coming years.

This presentation was followed by an interactive session on grievance mechanisms in
the sector. Representatives from large, medium and small companies commented on
the complaint mechanisms they use, how effective they are and  what aspects they
believe  can be improved. All agreed in pointing out the importance of making workers
aware of the existence of these resources and guaranteeing the elimination of
subsequent reprisals so that the reporting channels remain effective.

The Guide can be accesed, as an open document, here , and on the website of the
Ethical Trade Forums
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Guide to strategy and implementation of Grievance
Management Mechanisms for Workers 

This Guide has been possible thanks to the
participation of: 

 The Sustainability Working Group of the Ethical Trade Forums has prepared a
Guide with the aim of guiding companies to calculate and reduce their carbon
footprint. Following the legislation provided by the European Green Deal and the
European Climate Law, the challenge is to reduce greenhouse gases by 40 to
55% by 2030.
The presentation was carried out by three members of the ETF Sustainability
Working Group; Konstantinos Roussis QA Manager Iberia of DPS Ltd. David
Albaladejo Technical Manager of Kettle Produce España, S.L. and Sara Gil Bishop
Quality and Environment Technician at Berry Gardens Ltd  
The Guide can be accessed, as an open document, here and on the website of the
Ethical Trade Forums. The following have collaborated in its preparation:

 Carbon Footprint: Introductory Guide and Best Practices in the
Spanish Fruit and Vegetable sector

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Guia_mecanismo_de_gestion_de_denuncias_para_trabajadores.pdf
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Guia_mecanismo_de_gestion_de_denuncias_para_trabajadores.pdf
https://foroscomercioetico.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/HUELLA-DE-CARBONO.pdf
https://foroscomercioetico.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/HUELLA-DE-CARBONO.pdf


 
The management and sustainable use of water is one of the great current challenges. To increase our understanding of this
area we turned to students who have recently completed the Higher Degree Training Cycle in Water Management, taken at
the IES in Alhama de Murcia.

One of the main reasons for choosing this professional career is the scarcity of water in the Region of Murcia. 

Alejandro Cayuela, who did his internship in the Totana Irrigation Community, told us "I have always seen with admiration
all the work and ingenuity that the world of water has to be able to reach every corner and meet the needs of the
population and agrarian". Alejandro worked giving service to irrigators, doing maintenance and projection of new works for
the improvement of irrigation and assisting the technical department in the review of projects. This included visits to works,
the delineation of plots with QGIS and the analytical control of the treatment plant of Totana wastewater.

Miguel Vicente Puertas, who completed his training with an internship in the Librilla Irrigation Community, mentions that
"companies are gradually incorporating specialists in water management into their staff." Miguel's role consisted of
implementing modernization of irrigation, service registrations, maintenance and repair of breakdowns, applying
knowledge related to water conductivity, calculation of impulse in pumping, supervision of systems, repairs and
consumption.

Salvador Cerón currently continues to work, as a Quality Technician, in the Grupo El Ciruelo company, where he carried out
the internship. He has completed and increased the water risk assessment and collaborated in the calculation of the water
and carbon footprint of several farms.

      What improvements would you make  to increase sustainability?
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Alejandro
"It is necessary to move towards

the field 2.0, as they say; 
place great emphasis on the use
of unconventional water, as well
as humidity probes that help not
waste water, energy and money.

All this will make it possible to
advance our agriculture, reduce

the contribution of CO2 and
demonstrate that energy-

hydrological efficiency is possible ”
 

 

 Salvador 
"My contribution in this case

would be aimed at saving energy
in the machinery for pumping

irrigation water. For this, I would
implement the project that I

developed to finish the Higher
Degree, recovering energy

through turbines in combination
with pressure reduction systems ”.

 MIguel
"It is important to continue with

the advances in irrigation
systems. To reduce the water

footprint we must use increasingly
sustainable systems. The future is
in automatic irrigation with hardly
any user intervention, being the
plant the one that by means of
signals indicates the need for

water it requires, and thus reduce
consumption and improve

efficiency in cultivation ”
 

Interviews: Recent graduates in Water Management tell of
their first steps in the sector

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
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In 2022, as we did in 2015 when the Forums began our
journey “seriously”, and as we also did in 2018 with the
establishment of the Working Groups, we are now ready to
go one step further. After much analysis and reflection, it is
a pleasure to announce that over the next few months we
will bring you closer to our plan for the future of the Forums.

We hope that all of you will continue to be collaborators and
supporters, because the Forums are each and every one of
you.

Special thanks to our Communication Group for their
writing and editing work, in particular to:
Montse Pérez - NatureWay Foods 
Rosa Sánchez - Ecoinver
Sonia Eiras- G´s Spain
Loreto Diez - Cerima Cherries
Antonio Gómez - Total World Fresh

Implementation of the long term strategical
roadmap 

7 in person events
 3 local in March - Murcia, Huelva, Almería
 1 international in June -  Granada
 3 local in November  - Murcia, Huelva, Almería
            THEMES already decided:
 I. Managing working hours 
 II. Impact of global economy at the sector
 III. Creating a fair/balanced supply chain. Building robust supply
chains
 IV. Up date on due diligence laws 

Social audit requirements  (Part II)
Conflict resolutions  (Part II)
Building a suitable workers training plan
Supervisors: recruitment, upgrading and capacity building for
excellence in communication &managing workers 
Water and soil stewardship
Circular economy and wastes management 

10 Online Seminars 
      
       Some THEMES below:

Keep Working Groups activities

   Increase pilot WG experiences - Onsite trainings
    I) Grievance mechanism
    II) Workers survey
    III) Management & workers. Representatives dialogue
    VI) Forums guiding principles

Ready for the big jumpSAT Algaida Productors 
“Water use Projects"

Doñana National Park is one of the most important ecological
reserves in Europe, placed in the Eastern part of Huelva. Over
many years the natural water reserves have been severely
depleted. Agriculture plays a major part in the depletion of the
water catchment in this region. There are many unregistered
wells that are used for irrigation without licence or control.

EU funding has been given to the “Corona Norte” initiative to
provide resources to identify and closet the illegal wells,
however this is not enough on it’s own. In 2020 the
Life4Donana initiative (life4donana.eu) was launched. This
Project brings together Government, the World Wildlife Fund
(WWF), Local authorities and businesses. The objective is to
demonstrate and evaluate the environmental, productive and
economic benefits of a new on-demand irrigation system,
aimed at improving irrigation efficiency and reducing the use of
water and fertilizers. 

SAT Algaida Productors saw an opportunity to improve their
own water stewardship by engaging with the “Corona Norte”
initiative. They dis this through reviewing their own irrigation
and operational activities to identify areas where water usage
could be reduced, and understanding the impact of their own
activities on the water catchment. They have been actively
involved in projects such as Life4 Doñana to establish good
practices in water stewardship. Its technical team has
developed a plan in two phases; 
Phase I - Diagnosis of the status and needs of the farms
· Identification of leaks in the irrigation system
· Establishing soil holding capacity
· Determining the optimal pulse duration
· Verification of pH levels
· EC and other parameters in dripper
· Calculation of flow rate and operation of the irrigation
network 

Phase II - Recommendations Plan 
· Setting control points to optimise the use of water and
fertiliser
· Establishing planned preventative maintenance plans
· Investing in irrigation and plant nutrition systems
· Implementation of 100% automated irrigation systems (where   
cost effective)
· Continuous improvement plan

Thanks to the incorporation of these measures, it has been
possible to calculate the irrigation coefficient with precision and
it has been possible to reduce the irrigation time from 50 to 30
minutes, which has meant a saving of 9797.98 Liters / Ha / Day.

Communication
- New communication responsible
- Keep and improve current communication channels; Web-
Linkedin- Bulletines
- Keep increasing the Best Practices Collection
- Launch new  Comms Plan 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/foros-comercio-etico
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
https://foroscomercioetico.com/
http://life4donana.eu/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
https://www.life4donana.eu/es/
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